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EDITORIAL
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N THE issue of October 12 we discussed the importance of a Christian practicing the giving of tithes to
be eligible to the voting membership
of a church. Another qualification
presents itself as a logical requirement to have an important voice in
the affairs of the church.
CHURCH LOYALTY

Manifestations of our lives as observed by others give evidence as to
whether we are loyal or disloyal to
the church or congregation with
whom we hold membership. Attendance becomes an important phase of
such a discussion. Probably there is
no other area of life in which so
many alibis are given. People have
a peculiar way of being too tired, or
the children must get their rest or
company comes at an unexpected moment, or—yes, only the Lord Himself
knows how many flimsy excuses have
been given by church members in
conniving answers to absenteeism
from church.
If the same reasons keep us away
from all other functions and" activities, then some credence in their
validity is granted. But so long as
there is ability to go elsewhere it is
burdensome and irksome to listen to
the excuses that the Lord hears when
the pastor inquires as to why so and
so were not in church.
Attendance at services, 'tis true, is
not salvation in itself, but it is a significant testimony concerning my
opinion of the importance of the
church. Other factors being equal,
regular and prompt attendance at the
place of worship has a far reaching
effect on family life. Children who
are taught the value of, and impressed by the practice of strict regularity
at worship will not so soon abandon
the practice in later life.
Happy and blessed is the pastor
who knows in what pew to look for so
and so, and immediately upon their
absence recognizes that some unusual
circumstances must have arisen.
What adds more real dignity to life
than to see father, mother and the
children seated together in a worship
service on a Sunday morning? Their
dignity is further enhanced by an evidence of warmth and evangelism
when the same family returns for the
evening evangelistic service and the
mid-week prayer meeting.
In denominational life as it exists
(2)

Wherefore
among us today, it is commonly accepted that certain distinct doctrines
and beliefs are held by denominations. Church doctrine should provide for its membership a creed that
is well based on the Scriptures.
Church loyalty implies that Christian
experience and practice as emphasized by my denomination shall be
my constant goal and I will earnestly
strive to have my life conform to
those standards of living.
Church loyalty is further exemplified by a constant promotion of good
public relations on the part of each
one of the membership. The work of
pastors is frequently made difficult
because some tongue that has been
poisoned by Satan has misrepresented the work of the church. Might
this be what the apostle Paul had in
mind when he said; "Alexander the
coppersmith did me much evil, the
Lord reward him according to his
work."
If a member shows devotion and
church loyalty that does not miss any
of the services of the church such as
morning worship, evening services,
mid-week s e r v i c e s , communion,
special programs etc., and speaks of
and promotes his church with dignity
in the area of public relations, then it
is meaningful that such an one be a
regular participant in the voting
membership of the church.
—/. N. H.

Our Young Men
Young men who serve under the
direction of Selective Service need
the close contact and fellowship of
the church at home. Being thrust
into circumstances that vary greatly
from their normal routine of life,
they will be subjected to temptations
that are peculiar to their immediate
surroundings.
The Peace, Relief and Service Committee are making an effort to secure
a complete listing of all Brethren in
Christ men who are under appointment by Selective Service. Please
send their names and addresses—including any and all branches of the
service—to Rev. Isaiah Harley, Grantham, Penna.
Your editors are much interested
in securing these names and addresses so complimentary copies of
the Evangelical Visitor and the Sunclay School Herald can be sent to
them.
—J.N.H.

EARLY 2000 years ago Paul wrote
N
to C o r i n t h , the injunction,
"Therefore glorify God in your

bQdies." (I Cor. 6:20) Today, we
would like to consider why that statement is in his letter, for Inspiration
makes it personal to every Christian
in God's Church anywhere.
Did you ever pause meditatively before the interrogatory statement,
"Why did God save me?" Was it that
I might be comfortably freed from
wrong controls ? Was it that I might
have inner orientation according to
God's ordering? Was it that my cup
might spill over in making much of
the might and majority of God's
grace in my heart? Was it that I
might have clean society in which to
raise my family? Was it so that my
children might be shielded and surrounded with Christian atmosphere
in their growth and development and
preparation for life and service ? Was
it that I might escape the fires of hell
and avoid tormenting sulphur flames
throughout eternity? Was it that I
might consort with celestial comrades
in the society of angels when this
life is over?
riiiiiimiiii
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A holy God could not leave His
No, none of these are the objectives
for which God saved us. These are creation in that unholy way. The
but incidents — unavoidable extras means wherewith He would make
thrown in—but all incident to achiev- known His holy purposes are in Paul's
ing the major objective. Our com- proclamation to the Corinthians,
mission is not to establish a filling "Therefore, glorify God in your
station nor a comfort service along bodies." Did He mean when we die;
the highway of life. It is not to pre- after we are removed from sin's prespare a peace society, nor to organize a ence; when we enter the company of
pleasure cruise. It is not to build fire- angels? No! No! No! Now! God's
escapes for sons and daughters, place work isn't seen in the devil's workers,
lightning rods to avert God's wrath so God calls for those who will let
from our homes, nor provide personal Him make of them workmen who will
bodyguards for protection from the be revealers of righteousness to those
imps of Satan along life's road. It is whom Satan hath taken captive in
neither to build ideal cleaners for unrighteousness. To declare God's
cleaning sin-stains from polluted souls, heavenly purpose Ezekiel dipped his
nor is it to have laundries handy to earthly pen and points out what and
keep the garments of saints washed when. He differs not with Paul as
white. No, all this is included in the he says, "Then will they know that I
program and requisite to the realiza- am the Lord." He meant right here
tion of the great purposes of God but among men. In this present evil
none of these is the end for which our world. In these bodies of ours. While
we are alive and they are yet living,
Redemption is designed.
we are to shine as lights so that hellGod's name has been dishonored by bound souls may see God's way to
the devil. His glory has been de- heaven. God did not fail! The devil
famed among the nations. His honor did not succeed! Redemption, rehas been besmirched before the race. deemed souls, vindicate God's holy
His burning love is saying: "Accept name and maketh His righteousness
the things that I have done for you. to shine forth before a sin-darkened
Do the things that I am asking of world as noon-day. All of God's peryou. Be the sons I have sent my Son missions and promotions are to this
to make it possible for you to become. end.
Say the things My Son has said to
This purpose of God, in the proyou of Me. Let the Holy Spirit -abide
in you as Guide and Director of My phetic fulfillment which we are seeing
work through you." And for what in Israel today was told to His faithpurpose? "Then the heathen that are ful servant, Ezekiel (36:16-24) "Son
left round about you shall know that of man, when the house of Israel
I the Lord build ruined places and dwelt in their own land they denied it
plant that which is desolate. I the with their ways and their doings;
Lord have spoken it, and I will do it their conduct before men was like
. . . and they shall know that I am the the uncleanness of a woman in her
impurity. So I poured out my wrath
Lord . . ." (Ezek. 36:37 RSV.)
upon them . . . I scattered them . . .
The devil wrecked a character,
spoiled a garden, and precipitated
death and ruin upon the whole world
when he influenced the race wrongly
in the beginning.by that questioning
statement, "Yea hath God said ?" His
name is defamation, desolation, accusation, abomination, ruination, cancellation of brightest prospects, frustration of God's grace. He raises
clouds of lies and casts shadows over
the glory of God. He hates the redeeming mercy of God. He knows
that he has forfeited forever his
right to share the love of God and is
set to rob the race of its right to become sons of God. His children so
live in the lusts of the flesh that
none in their dying world can ever
see the lost image of God. He is Profanity. Those in his service profane
God's 'holy name before man, and pollute their bodies in "their ways and
doings." That is not only yesterday.
That is today, forever, wherever Satan holds sway.
October 26, 1953

they were dispersed through the
countries . . . But when they came to
the nations, wherever they came they
profaned my holy name, in that men
said of them, these are the people of
the Lord, and yet they had to go out
of'this land. But I had concern for
My Holy Name which the house of
Israel caused to be profaned among
the nations . . . Therefore say . . . It
is not for your sake . . . that I am
about to act, but for the sake of My
Holy Name which you have profaned
among the nations to which you came.
I will vindicate the Holiness of My
Great Name which has been profaned
among them; and the nations will
know that I am the Lord . . . when
through you I vindicate My Holiness
before their eyes. For I will take you
from the nations, and gather you
from all countries and bring you into
your own land." (RSV)
Read the newspapers!
Watch
Israel grow ! Be wary of the war
sore that is developing in that area
of the world! Be warned! Be worried, if in your body you are not now
glorifying God! To Israel God said,
"It is not for your sake that I will
act—let that be known to you—be
ashamed and confounded for your
ways . . ." (Ezek. 36:22) Soon Israel
will be back on the main line again
and the day of the Church will be
over. To us He is saying, "Because
of Calvary and the rent veil, you may
now enter with Him into the most
holy place. My righteousness is available. Your holiness is essential to the
vindication of my holiness, "that the
world may know." (Remember the
prayer of Jesus, Jno. 17). "Be ye holy
for I am holy" is early in the Old Testament. To this end we were predestined. It was pre-determined, it was
in the architect's plan when Redemption was designed that we, the mutilated by sin, might be "transformed"
—-"to be conformed to the image of
God." (Rom. 12:2; 8:29) This is the
eternal purpose of God; "Chosen in
Him before the foundation of the
world, that we should be holy and
without blame before Him in love."
(Eph. 1:14) And wherefore ?—that
His holy name might be truly presented before an unholy world. This
is necessary to defend His righteousness.
The time is short. The hour is
late. The need is great. What we do
we must be doing. Darkness will fall.
To your prayer tents, O, Church of
Christ! Leave the practice of sin to
sinners. Let us behave as becometh
saints. Thus and thus only may
sinners be converted and the holiness of His great name vindicated.
—C. R. H., Elizabethtown, Pa. •
(3)
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Herbert Lockyer, D. D., Litt.D., F. R. G. S.
AR, with all its horrible manifesW
tations, forces one to inquire into the case of special and preferential

ism. War, it would seem, provides instances of special providence, but not
for one side only. Surely our God of
love and of justice cares for the victims of war whether they are in
Korea, Germany, China, or Russia!
The claiming of preferential treatment was the tragic mistake of
ancient Israel. Of course God was
good to Israel, and made her the recipient of His kindness in the great
crises of her history. But when she
became proud and presumptuous, Israel had to be rebuked for her conceit. "Are ye not as children of the
Ethiopians unto me, 0 children of Israel? saith the Lord. Have not I
brought up Israel out of the land of
Egypt? and the Philistines from
Caphtor, and the Syrians from Kir?"
(Amos 9:7.) Without doubt God has
blessed America and Britain. These
nations have much for which to
praise Him. But can we not trace
the rule and providence of God in the
history of heathen nations preserved
and blessed by Him in order that His
world plan may be perfected ?
The problem we would like to solve,
however, is whether Christians involved in the tragedy of war can
equally claim the fulfillment of Psalm
91. Is it natural and right for God's
children, in any country over which
war has spread its grim shadow, to
ask Heaven for the manifestation of
special providences in their case?
Again and again, in articles and letters, we have encountered faith in
the covering wings of the Almighty.
"A thousand shall fall at thy side,
and ten thousand at thy right hand;
but it shall not come nigh thee," is
the pronouncement Christian soldiers,
and 'their praying loved ones at home
alike, have used to claim miraculous
escapes. But the tragic fact is that
some of the godliest in the nations at
war have fallen with thousands of
others who knew not God, and that,
in spite of much believing prayer offered up for their safety.

providences. Can a Christian claim
protection from disaster or death
while multitudes around are being
killed? Two incidents brought to my
notice compelled me to try to discover
a satisfying answer to such a question.
During the last world war, Clarence
H. M. Foster, in a fascinating article,
"Tried with Fire," related the story
of a businessman during the holocaust overtaking London. Confident
that God had spoken to his heart
through the message, "They shall
rest in their beds" (Isa. 57:2), this
friend believed that the Lord, would
keep his family in safety, seeing no
shelters were at hand. All went to
bed and slept soundly and safely in
spite of threatened air raids.
From my spiritual father, Spencer
F. Johnson, however, came a brochure
entitled "The Two Brothers," which
records the swift death, by a bomb, of
Murray Barclay Buxton and Alfred
Barclay Buxton. These two wealthy
yet consecrated men, as conspicuous
in Christ's cause as in various business realms, had just dined in the
Church House, London, when a bomb
fell, killing these two saintly souls instantaneously. When extricated from
the debris, "Murray had a smile on
his face, as was usual to him. Alfred
looked thoughtful and beautiful."
Doubtless these Buxtons knew all
about those promises of protection a
Psalm like the Ninety-first contains.
Whether they tried to claim the verse
declaring that though a thousand
may fall at one's side, he will yet escape personal disaster, we are not
told. The fact remains that, devoted
to God as they were, they perished
along with multitudes of saved and
unsaved on that terrible night when
London's millions endured hours of
unforgettable anguish.
Remember God's Sovereignty
With so many of my dear ones and
What we must keep clear in our
minds as we develop this theme is possessions in war-torn Britain durthat God is never guilty of favorit- ing the dark days of her anguish, the
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question before me was a pressing
one. Had I any right to claim protection for my precious daughter in
Liverpool, while hundreds who truly
loved the Lord as she, were being
bombed to death? As a Christian,
could I pray for and expect protection
for our little home in Liverpool?
With houses around daily destroyed,
and surrounding streets a mass of
ruins, could I lay my finger on Psalm
91:10 and claim that no plague of war
would come nigh my dwelling? Does
any verse in this Psalm of protection
warrant such an attitude of faith ?
How ShaU We Understand Psalm 91?
Well, was Psalm 91 meant for a
time of universal unrest and disaster
such as we are witnessing? What we
must not forget is that while all the
Bible is for us, it is not all to us. Thus
the individual and remarkable experience of divine deliverance the
Psalmist had is not of necessity to be
generalized. If Moses is writing,
then he is recounting the way by
which he had been snatched out of
the very jaws of death, and out of
such a deep experience he writes for
the encouragement of every troublebeset believer. But we have to confess that the deliverance of the writer
of Psalm 91 is not a general one for
all the children of God. If it were,
there would never be any more casualties among Christians. I could name
several godly ministers, friends of
my own who have lived in Psalm 91
for years, yet their churches in Britain were destroyed, and in some
cases their homes and dear ones as
well. The Leeds Road Baptist Church,
Bradford, England, of which I was
pastor for many years, was demolished by a Nazi bomb. Observation
and experience prove that sometimes
when the battle is the hottest, the
very best are killed, while ungodly
men miraculously escape.
It must be clearly understood that
I am not affirming that no Christian
can expect a miraculous preservation.
God in His goodness may safeguard
one in a time of extreme danger. But
if others die and you are spared, it is
Evangelical
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because God has a special work to
accomplish through you. Your deliverance, however, must not be taken
as the guarantee that God will protect others. A personal, spectacular
escape must not be universally applied. As a gifted writer has expressed it: "Let us by all means thank
God for our preservation in the hour
of great danger, but let us neither
presume on its mechanical repetition
for ourselves nor on its invariable application to our fellow Christians.
God, for wise reasons, allows some
to perish in the world's major catastrophes who are near and dear to His
heart. By the same wisdom He preserves others for whom some part of
His will and work on earth remains."
P. G. Smith, the writer in question,
goes on to prove that light can be
gathered from the New Testament on
this thorny problem. "It is not without significance that the New Testament contains little if any passages
similar to Psalm 91. If special providences characterize the experiences
recorded in the Old Testament—both
national and individual—then patient
endurance is the watchword of the
New Testament. Safety first is far
from being the aim of the New Testament Christian. Rather he is promised hardship and loss, but is exhorted to endure to the end and to.suffer
gladly for the sake of the name. The
words of the thirty-fifth verse of the

eleventh chapter of Hebrews sound
this spartan note: 'others were tortured, not accepting deliverance.' We
find the same glorious indifference to
personal safety in many such passages.
"Of course special providences appear in the New Testament, but there
is no general expectation of them or
prayer for them. We are moving on
a higher plane of spiritual experience.
The hope of immortality here predominates: death is gain, and to be
with Chirst, far better. Physical
safety is neither sought nor promised. Grace and strength and wisdom
are guaranteed for all life's tasks,
but miraculous preservation, while of
course it does occur, is not part of the
'good news.' Everywhere the emphasis
falls upon the preservation of the
soul unto eternal life and the victory
over the calamities common to a sinful world. To take a single illustration, the experiences of Epaphroditus
with its sacrifice, its heroic disregard
of 'safety first,' its spiritual carelessness, is far, far higher than that of
the Psalmist in the two verses we
are considering."
The question of special providences
for a Christian will be further clarified if the general and the special
forms of divine providence, as distinguished by our forefathers, are
kept in view. God's general providence
embraces all created beings, whether
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they be good or bad. The sun rises on
the evil and on the good. Just and
unjust alike share the bounty of
Heaven. Lions as well as lambs are
cared for by the Creator.
Special providence, however, is a
different phase of divine operation.
For the redeemed, God has pledged
His particular and peculiar care.
Crises arise, and one may sorely need
food, or raiment, or money, or guidance, or an immediate deliverance,
and God is right there to assist us in
the nick of time. And that such an
aspect of providential supply has its
dangers is evidenced by the fact that
preferential treatment is claimed at
all times by some who feel that they
alone deserve it. Of ourselves, we deserve no kindness at the hand of God.
If we are graciously blessed, preserved, while others remain unvisited
by Heaven, we owe it all to grace.
If one desires to prove the relevance of the promises of physical
safety in perilous times, and not
merely to claim them for ourselves or
for others by the mechanical repetition of such, there are several guiding
principles to observe.
First of all, we must know whether
our circumstances correspond to those
in the Bible who in a time of peril
were miraculously preserved. For example, unless our lot is identical with
that of the man who wrote Psalm 91,
(Continued on page thirteen)
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"The ox knoweth his owner, and the ass his master's crib: but Israel doth not know,
My people doth not consider." (Isaiah 1:3)

October 26, 1953
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C. N. Hostetter,
Acts 8:26-40
BITTER persecution was raging
and only the apostles remained at
Jerusalem; the rest of the church was
scattered abroad throughout Judea
and Samaria.
Stephen, a man full of faith and
power, who did great wonders and
miracles among the people, had been
accused of speaking words of blasphemy against Moses and God. In
his defense, the ire of his enemies
rose to such a degree that they rushed
on him as one man and stoned him to
death.
"As for Saul, he made havoc of the
church, entering into every house,
and haling men and women committed them to prison. Therefore, they
that were scattered abroad went
everywhere preaching the word."
Among them that were scattered was
Philip, who went down to the city of
Samaria and preached Christ-to the
people. Jews and Samaritans had no
dealings with each other, but when
Philip came as a Christian, and
preached Christ, mighty wonders
were wrought, and great rejoicing in
the city.
But now we leave Samaria and go
with Philip, who had received a call
which said, "Get up and go south,
take the desert road which leads from
Jerusalem to Gaza."
We have no record of any reasoning or questioning as to why, or the
wherefore of this sudden change. He
simply got up and went. He left the
town and its crowds for the desert.
No doubt he had had sweet fellowship
in Samaria. He had formed friendships with many folk, but now he was
to go on south to Gaza, which lay on
a deserted road.
And he arose and went, and behold, he came upon a high ranking
official, a man in the service of the
Queen of Ethiopia. He was her
treasurer. He had been to Jerusalem
to worship and was now on his way
home. Was he an Ethiopian Jew? or
a proselyte to the Hebrew faith? I
cannot tell, but he was interested in
the Hebrew form of worship and
went to its very center for that purpose. If a native of Africa, he likely
was a negro, a high-ranking official
serving in the cabinet of the Queen.
He evidently had come in contact
(6)
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with the priesthood of the Hebrew
religion, listened to the reading of the
law and the prophets, and heard the
greatest choir singing sacred songs.
But under the influence of these Jewish leaders, this worship had largely
become formal and ritualistic.
This man was on his way home,
sitting in his chariot, and reading
from the prophecy of Isaiah. Though
it was on a desert road, an out-of-theway place, the angel of the Lord, and
the Spirit which directed Philip,
operated on schedule time.
Philip was commanded to join himself to the chariot. Philip hurried to
him and heard what he was reading.
He asked him, Do you understand
what you are reading? He answered,
How can I except someone guide me,

unless someone put me on the right
track? He then begged Philip to get
up and sit beside him.
In Romans 10, Paul very clearly
states the way by which the children
of Israel can return to God. It is
through faith in Christ and in verses
14-16 very distinctly describes the
method. There can be no calling on
one not believed in. There can be no
belief in one not heard of. Then how
can they hear without a preacher?
And, how shall they preach except
they be sent?
However, let us always remember
that though Paul expresses his deepest desires for Israel, this righteousness which comes by faith in Jesus
Christ is a universal provision. "For
the scripture saith, whosoever believeth on Him shall not be ashamed.
For there is no difference between
the Jew and the Greek: for the same
Lord over all is rich unto all that call
upon him. For whosoever shall call
upon the name of the Lord shall be
saved."
(Continued on page fourteen)
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If you can hear God's call, when those about you
Are urging other claims 'and calls on you;
If you can trust your Lord when others doubt you
Certain that He will guide in all you do;
If you can keep your purpose with clear vision,
Bear lack of sympathy, yet sympathize
With those who fail to understand your mission,
Glimpsing His world task through your Master's eyes.
If you can work in harmony with others
Yet never lose your own distinctive aim,
Mindful that ever among Christian brothers
Methods and plans are often not the same;
If you can see your cherished plans defeated
And tactfully and bravely hold your peace,
Nor be embittered when unfairly treated
Praying that love and., good will may increase.
If you can trust to native Christian brethren
The church you've built in lands across the sea
Seeing in them, as your growing children
Promises of men that are to be;
If you can lead those eager, weak beginners
By methods indirect, your life, your prayer,
For failures and mistakes, not judge as sinners
But make their growth in grace your earnest care.
If you can share with humblest folk your virtue;
If noble souls are richer for your touch;
If neither slights nor adoration hurt you,
"If all men count ivith you, but none too much";
'f you can fill your most discouraged minute
With sixty seconds worth of patience true,
''•ours is the task with all the challenge in it—
You'll be a missionary through and through!
—Evelyn Walmsley, Nanking China
Evangelical
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YOUTH
NE OF the most important truths
concerning human character
O
building was spoken in passing by

Solomon in Proverbs 23:7: "As he
thinketh in his heart, so is he." The
thoughts of our mind are like building blocks with which we build our
character. If a person permits himself to think often of evil, he will soon
be doing evil acts, falling into evil
habits, and finally living an evil life.
Pure and good thoughts ennoble the
character, uplift the mind, and even
exercise a wholesome influence upon
the body itself, but evil thoughts have
a directly opposite power.
Jesus had this in mind when He
said, "There is nothing from without
a man, that entering into him can defile him: but the things which come
out of him, those are they that defile
the man." Then Jesus went further
to explain His meaning: "That which
cometh out of the man, that defileth
the man. For from within, out of the
heart of men, proceed evil thoughts,
adulteries, fornications, m u r d e r s ,
thefts, coveteousness, wickedness, deceit, lasciviousness, an evil eye, blasphemy, pride, foolishness: all these
evil things come from within, and defile the man."
Every deed that a man performs is
born first in his thought life. Most
deeds are not brought to birth with a
sudden impulse, but lie rooted in
many repeated thoughts. This is particularly true with evil deeds. No
man sins suddenly. The sin must
first be conceived in his mind, and by
a series of evil thoughts the natural
repugnance to the deed, the strivings
of conscience and training, the influences of the Holy Spirit and of good
friends, are all overcome until the
evil thought drives the inner thought
on to become an outward deed.
The guarding of the thought life is
a matter, then, of utmost importance.
Every evil thought is a dangerous
thing. It carries with it the seeds of
evil, the promise of ugly growth
which if not rooted out will bring
forth a character of weakness and
sin. Satan sees to it that evil thoughts
are constantly knocking at the door
of our consciousness. We must persistently avoid them, refuse them entrance to our thinking, thrust them
out if they gain admittance. Once permitted, they will bring others like
them and will never be satisfied until
they have mastered us and completely
possessed our whole being.
One of the greatest sources of
thoughts come through our reading.
October 26, 1953
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Hart R. Armstrong
President <of the Evangelical Press Association
Almost every person today reads con- other food may be positively harmful
stantly, avidly. The modern mind is and dangerous; and of course it is
ever seeking new thoughts, and our possible for the human body to inworld is filled with material to read, dulge in actual poisonous things such
things which are forced upon us in as alcohol and nicotine. The things
our every waking moment. Advertis- you read are like that: wholesome
ing has seized upon the hunger of the Christian literature will build the
mind for reading and fills the high- soul and fill the life with things which
ways, the billboards, the sides of minister to character and underbuildings, the cards in the trains and standing; and there is much on the
street cars or buses, the pages of our newsstands today that is positively
newspapers and magazines with its evil and harmful to the inner life.
message. Daily the modern mind is Reading the trashy and sinful magabesieged by clamoring insistent zines or novels of the day fill the life
thoughts. The huge trade in modern with mental and spiritual poison,
magazines is a witness to the power placing thoughts and desires in the
of printed thought. Never in history mind that lead to awful sins and evil
has there been such a barrage of deeds. The person who carries these
ideas hurled upon the minds of men. home for reading might just as well
The sad part of the whole picture buy a bottle of poison at the drug
is the fact that so much of our store and take it home for a nip after
modern reading is filled with corrupt, dinner. He is doing to his mental and
debasing, and unwholesome ideas. spiritual life exactly what the poison
The material which comes in our would do to his physical body. There
reading materials could very well be is terrible danger here. The Chriscompared to food which we eat. Some tian must learn to beware of such
food is wholesome, filled with body- publications. He must discriminate in
building minerals and vitamins; his selection of reading. His thought
other food is pleasant but somewhat life must not be polluted by the imuseless being filled with starches and pure stream of modern literature. It
sugars which only go to fat and add is too important to him to remain
nothing to the body's well being; clean and pure in heart. "Blessed are
(7)

the pure in heart, for they shall see
God."
It is not a light thing to be careless
or indulgent in our choice of reading
matter. It is foolish to excuse a
trashy book or magazine by the
words, "Oh, this once won't hurt me."
One thing leads to another. One indulgence calls for further and deeper
indulgence. A taste of ungodly literature or of trashy ideas breeds a
deeper hunger for more of the same.
It is easier to teach a baby to like icecream and pudding than carrots or
spinach, so it is easier to cultivate a
taste for the light or the popular than
for the wholesome and the spiritual.
Worthwhile reading takes effort and
thought, and lazy minds rather prefer the light reading and the pictorial
treatment of the modern day.
And so the call must come to the
Christian and to the godly families
of our world today to stand up and
voluntarily choose to take the right
side in this matter. It is not easy to
discipline the mind, but it is important and necessary. It is not pleasant
to lead the other members of the
family into a right understanding of
this matter of feeding on wholesome
ideas and spiritual thoughts, but if
the parent fails in this task, the result will be ruinous to the lives of
their dear children.
God knew the importance of right
reading. That is why He gave us the
Bible which was purposed by Him to
be the wellspring and source of all
our reading and literature. The
greatest literature in the world
draws its themes and its inspiration
from God s Holy Word. The most satisfying and ennobling thoughts known
to man are found here. Hence it is
important that every Christian major
in the reading of God's Word. More
than this, the literature he reads
apart from the Bible should find its
impulse from the Book of books.
Christ should be the center of our
thinking, the theme of our reading.
It is not merely a poetic phrase that
Christ is named the Alpha and
Omega. Alpha is the first letter of
the Greek alphabet, and Omega the
last: corresponding to our letters "A"
and "Z" with which we begin outalphabet. Within these two letters are
comprised the whole series of letters
that are the one and only basis for
the writing of every word we have in
our understanding. There is not a
thought we think which cannot be expressed in the medium of words,
using the letters of our alphabet. And
if Christ be the Alpha and the Omega
—the A and the Z—then included in
His glorious person is our whole
(8)
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(I Corinthians 13, Series)

Tbreak
gave in.
the

mother finally
She had tried for days to
dog of running away—
from rushing out into the busy street.
But his insistent howls had prevailed
and she let him loose, loose to the unmerciful wheels of trucks and trolley
cars! And the inevitable happened!
But God as the long-patient Father
still lovingly continues, despite man's
"gripings" and groanings. "Shall I
not have pity?" He still says of wayward man today as He did of the
Ninevites centuries ago. And why?
Because "Love never fails."
"Love never disappears. As for
prophesying, it will be superseded; as
for tongues, they will cease; as for
knowledge, it will be superseded. For
we only know bit by bit, and we only
prophesy bit by bit; but when the
perfect comes, the imperfect will be
superseded." (Moffatt)
The Apostle is returning to his
previous discussion in this Hymn of
Love. The gifts God gives His people are to be coveted. "Desire earnestly the greater gifts,"—the gift of
prophecy, the gift of using well the
tongue, the gift of knowledge, but
HE LONG-PATIENT

thought life, every idea and purpose
that our being and experience can—
has—and ever shall include. And is
this not the true aim of God? Are
we not told that in Christ is all the
fullness of the Godhead bodily and
that "ye are complete in Him"? God
Himself satisfies Himself in the
bosom of the only begotten Son, as do
the angels and principalities of heaven. May not we very finite human
beings find a sufficiency and a glorious fullness in the wonderful Saviour? Why must we turn to the paltry
things of this world to satisfy our
thought hunger?
We are taking a second best when
we do it! Christ is not a disappointment, and we can only be happy and
complete when we accept Him as the
center of our thinking, the theme of
our whole existence, and the end of
our life on this earth.

remember these gifts are only for
time which is imperfect and preparatory, but love is eternal.
"Love never faileth." The Greek
word for "fall" is pipto which means
"to fall"—like a defeated soldier.
Frophecies will be useless when fulfilled; "the most inspired of earthly
utterances will seem feeble in the
rapture of heaven" and finite man's
knowledge of spiritual realities will
seem crude when eternity opens the
flood-gates of full knowledge. Such
shall all be left by the way side, but
Love marches triumphantly on—out
through time and on through eternity.
Love strong as death? Nay, stronger;
Love mightier than the grave,
Broad as the earth, and longer
Than ocean's wildest wave.
This is the love that sought us;
This is the love that bought us;
This is the love that brought us
To gladdest day, from saddest night;
From deepest shame to glory bright;
From depth of death to life's fair height;
From darkness to the joy of light. (Bonar)

Love has eternity in it—:not so
prophecy, tongues nor knowledge.
Hence "love never faileth."
—Claude A, Ries
Preachers' Pulse
Mel Trotter was once asked by a
skeptic, "How do you know God
lives? Can you see Him? Do you
know anybody that has seen Him?"
"I was just talking with Him less
than fifteen minutes ago," was Trotter's reply.
Much preaching is like the Scotchman and his cow. He took his cow
up on a barren field, from which a
vista of mountains spread out on
every side. He said to the cow, "Coo,
ye have na much to eat, but ye shuur
have a grrrand view." When a man
preaches literature, book-reviews,
ethics, or sermonettes, he is giving
his flock a grand view but they receive no food and soon become starv e 1 i n g Christians. "Preach the
preaching that I bid thee." (Jonah 3:
2)
Evangelical

Visitor
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Sermon to Missionary Group
" A RE we gaining or losing?" was we should have our mission grounds
r \ the title of the sermon given by well kept. Cleanliness at the native
Brother Mann to the missionary quarters should be encouraged as
group as they assembled for the busi- well.
ness conference in Africa which met
" A r e we gaining or losing in teachat the Wanezi Mission.
ing responsibility
to the African? I t
"Humanly speaking," he said, "the is a task we must endeavor to teach
missionary endeavor looks like a los- constantly. Many times it would be
ing one, but by faith we are gaining. easier to do the job ourselves, but the
'Repentance without godly sorrow'
African must learn too. He must alseems to be the sentiment of many
of the Africans who desire to follow so learn to give a full day's work for
the Lord. We long to see a closer a full day's wage." Quoting from
walk with God and a deeper conse- Brother Taylor, Brother Mann said,
" 'The first t e r m on the mission field,
cration in the African Church.
the missionary does all the work, the
"Are we gaining or losing in
family unity?"
Brother Mann dis- second term he give over a bit of the
cussed the advantages of the mission- responsibility, and the third t e r m he
ary family living together as one. t u r n s all the responsibility to the
"The family t h a t is appreciated," he African.'
" A r e we gaining or losing in our
concluded, "is the one t h a t works together, plays together, and fellow- relationship to God?" Brother Mann
challenged the group by asking if the
ships together.
" A r e we gaining or losing in the missionary zeal burned just as
dignity of labor? We should show by brightly as it did when we first reexample t h a t there is dignity in labor. ceived our call, or if the spiritual ferMany Africans today have the idea vor is as w a r m as the days on furt h a t the 'white collar' jobs a r e the lough. "We should let nothing hinonly respectable jobs. Dignity of der our fellowship with God. I t
labor should be taught in the class should grow with our years of service to Him. 'A stone can either be a
room.
stepping
stone or a t r i p p i n g stone.'
"Are we gaining or losing in re" A r e we gaining or losing in our
spect?
In order to be respected we
endeavor?
must be respectful. We must not perspective in missionary
show favouritism among the Afri- Our task is not to convert the world,
but to evangelize it. Let us give a
cans.
"Are we gaining or losing in tidi- t r u e Christian witness. He is able.
ness of mission stations? At all times Shall we t r u s t H i m ? "
CONFERENCE OF 1953 was the first
Halifax—New Point of
Conference to convene at Wanezi
Embarkation
Mission, near Filabusi, S. Rhodesia.
The
Queen
Mary having docked at
The presence of the Lord was graciHalifax,
Nova
Scotia, instead of at
ously manifest both in the African
and Missionary sessions of the Con- New York because of the dock strike
there, our three Africa-bound sisters
ference.
(Heise, Frey, Lehman) had to take
FOR THE AFRICAN SESSIONS, a large the special train provided for passengrass tabernacle (90' x 90') was gers-to-be of the Queen Mary, leaving
erected. Sunday morning, August New York via the Canadian National
30, five hundred and ninety-five Railways, in order to embark from
shared in the communion service and Halifax on October 8 and thus
about eight hundred assembled for arrive in England on schedule.
the worship service following. After
There were about twenty people to
nearly every service hungry and bid them farewell in New York. A
troubled souls stayed for prayer. short farewell service was held on the
P r a y for the African Church t h a t she balcony of the Grand Central Station.
may advance the cause of Christ.
A few of the number, including the
The theme of the MISSIONARY SES- Foreign Mission Board Secretary,
SIONS was
REVIVAL—appropriately bade them farewell from the platform
so, for the times in which we live. As as their train pulled out at 7 p. m.
The Orla Heise family in two cars,
the speakers discussed various phases
of revival, the Holy Spirit tenderly and the Simon Lehman family, in a
revealed the needs of individual third car, planned to bid them farewell at Halifax.
hearts.
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Conference Book Room. The Bible School
buildings housed the large and varied display of reading material in English, Sindebelb, and Zulu, which attracted large numbers of Africans between sessions. Mottoes
made by the secondary school at Matopo
were included in the display. The total
sales amounted to about £65, surpassing
those of any previous years. We thank
God for the good literature thus disseminated.
Visitors from Northern Rhodesia. Sixteen
Africans from Macha and Sikalongo districts attended the Conference. Teacher
Mapendhla Moyo and wife had much to do
with the plans for the entertainment of
these and other Conference attendants.
This year marked the inauguration of the
delegation system in the African business
sessions.
The names of eighteen missionaries who
passed language tests since the 1952 Conference are listed in the Bulletin. Congratulations!
The Ford vanette which "sailed" with
Brother and Sister Graybill Brubaker has
been assigned to the Mtshabezi Outstations.
A Chevrolet vanette to be purchased in
Port Elizabeth is to be assigned to the
Wanezi Outstations (Is it needed? Read
Brother Sider's article in the next Visitor.)
Brother and Sister David Climenhaga and
Sister Annie Winger are to be relieved for
furlough overseas on December 31, 1953.
Let's give them a good welcome, home!

A Conference Echo
"Fourteen Africans from Northern Rhodesia came, including Teachers Mwaanga,
Muchimba, Muntonga, Munkombwe, and
Nurse Mwaanga. It was very hot when
they arrived but by Friday night it got cold
and by Sunday morning it rained (Amakaza!). The teachers got very cold. We
wrapped up in blankets and tried to keep
warm.
"There was a good spirit in the African
Conference. I think everybody enjoyed it
even though it was cold. Many, many people stood for prayer—more than in any
other Conference I have attended. Ruth
Mwaanga cried and cried when she spoke to
me about some of these people down here
leading their blind people to the service—
and to think that her blind sister has gone
back on the Lord, and many of her family!"
—Personal Letter from Missionary

Special thanks go to Brother Mann,
Acting General Superintendent, who
directed the Conference this year,
and to his faithful and helpful wife.

A W o r d About India
"These days mail to and from India is
very unpredictable and many letters do not
go through," writes one of the missionaries
from that land. We regret having so little
word from there to pass on to our readers.
We have this bit of news (to some):
"Smiths have a lovely baby boy, four weeks
old. Sister Smith expects her parents next
week for a short visit. Ruth Book finishes
her Second year Hindi exam in another
week."
Since some letters get lost in the mails,
we should write more frequently than ever
to the missionaries in India!

(9)

MISSIONS
Speed A w a y !
"A wealth of love and prayer behind,
Far-reaching hope before,
The servants of the Lord go forth
To seek a foreign shore:
And whereso'er their footsteps move,
That hope makes sweet the air;
And all the path is paved with love,
And canopied with prayer."

the years,
Bailey Street and now
TPaxton
St., the chapel of

first on
at 2001
Messiah
Home has been the accepted and most
conveniently accessible place for the
last public farewell to the church
here in America as our missionaries
go forth. Here have been enacted
numberless scenes of the deepest
pathos mingled with the highest joy
of helping to send forth messengers
of the Cross. Here, too, the Torch
has been lit, or fed with brighter
name, in some young Greatheart zealous to find and follow God's will for
his life.
In recent years these farewells
have been following one another with
an accelerated pace—thank God for
thrusting out more and more labourers into lands where men struggle
and die without ever hearing the
name of Jesus or where, so lately enlightened, they fight against a
heritage and environment of unrestrained lust and greed and superstition!
But perhaps for the first time in
our history, two farewell services at
the Home fell within two weeks: the
first, for Brother and Sister Graybill
Brubaker on September 20; and the
second for Sisters Miriam Heise,
Pauline Frey, and Gladys Lehman on
October 4. (For Sister Heise, of
Canada, it was the first farewell service here.) Our hearts thrilled to their
testimonies and their glad eagerness
to go forth to the field (Africa) to
which they had been called. And we
know God is answering the earnest
sentence prayers. He saw the offerings given (well over $500 in the last
service) and heard the hearty singing
of "Speed Away."
An announcement from Brother
Hostetter, Board Secretary, that
someone had asked to pay for the
passage of one of the sisters from
Southampton to Cape Town stirred
our hearts to praise for God's working.
•(We feel moved to add, parenthetically, that since the farewell
service is for some of our brethren
and sisters the only time they meet
HROUGHTOUT
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the out-going missionaries, all who
can should be moved and stirred to
attend. But, you say, it gets so crowded ! So what ? An enlarged chapel—
or, better still—a commodious church
on the Messiah Home grounds—our
church headquarters!)
Referring to the verse with which
we started out, let's not forget the
part we must play if the missionary's
path is to be
"paved with love,
And canopied with prayer."
Brubakers Arrived Safely
Word has come from the Graybill
Brubaker family informing us of
their safe arrival at Capetown, South
Africa on October 12.
Voluntary Prayer Sessions
"Ye hither-to have nothing asked,
Then large petitions bring;
Ye cannot ask of Him too much—
He giveth like a King!"
The promises of the Lord became precious and real as we fellowshipped together
in these prayer sessions. We met twice a
day, when we did not have Business Conference or Bible Conference, in these voluntary prayer groups. The burden of our
hearts was that God would pour out His
Spirit upon us in a real revival and that we
would have a good Conference, with God
in full control. Also special requests were
given and fervent prayer ascended for each
request.
Heaven came down to meet us, and the
Lord was near as our burdens and requests
were laid at His feet. Each session drew
us nearer to the Lord and increased our
zeal and concern for our African work.
God answered our prayer and gave us a
good Conference. We believe He will give
a revival as we allow Him to use us. Our
prayer is that the revival might begin in
us and spread out into the African Church.
Services with the Missionary Children
One of the most enjoyable and far-reaching parts of the Missionary Conference
was the children's meetings in charge of
Sisters Asper, Thuma, and Stern. Even
though the ages ran from less than two
years to high school age, everyone seemed
quite interested.
The theme of the conference was "Bible
Bees." Sister Thuma gave illustrated talks
on: Be Obedient, Be Faithful, Be Polite,
Be Kind, and Be Gentle. These the children
enjoyed.
Decision Day was very touching. Sister
Mary Engle gave a simple illustrated talk
on "The Second Coming of Christ." At the
close she asked all those who wanted Jesus
to come into their hearts to come up and
stand by her while the children sang. Several children responded. Tears and prayers
of confession and thanksgiving followed.
The Lord was very evidently present to
bless the children.
At the close of the service Meryl Thuma
was asked what Jesus did for him and he
replied, "Jesus came into my heart." Others
also gave clear testimonies.
The last Sunday evening of the Conference the children invited their parents,
uncles and aunties to hear their program.
The children were very sad because little

Donald Wingert had to stay in
rheumatic fever and was unable
They prayed for him each day.
We were very sorry that the
Rhodesian children could not be

bed with
to attend.
Northern
with us.

PRAY FOR—
—the leaders of the African Church that
they may have a passion for the lost about
them.
—the teachers that their first concern
may b^ to win their pupils for the Lord
Jesus Christ.
—those who work on the mission stations
but are still unsaved.
—missionaries that in all the phases of
missionary endeavor they will make Christ
known.
Conference Reporters: A. Eyster; E.
Switzer

f r o m the Treasurer's Office
That God is truly working among
us is evident as we review the financial picture. The goal for this Conference year is $135,000.00, which includes the budget for our enlarged
medical programs in India and Africa and for the launching of the new
work in Japan.
We give praise to Him for those
who are sacrificing to make this possible. This larger budget means, approximately, a thirty-three per cent
increase in our giving over that of
the preceding year.
Gifts to the General Fund for the
third quarter of 1953, compared with
the corresponding period in 1952,
show a fifteen per cent increase. To
reach our goal, we shall need to sacrifice beyond what we are doing. We
cannot afford to fail in this effort;
the tremendous challenge of lost souls
in heathen lands is before us; we are
personally responsible to reach them
with the Gospel.
No other missionary society can do
our job.
Bible Schools—and Special Projects
We are happy to report a splendid
response during the past summer
from Vacation Bible Schools throughout the brotherhood.
The scissors, instrument sterilizers,
and scales projects have been fully
met. Approximately one-half the
amount needed has been raised for
the water sterilizers and the autoclaves. One-third the amount is on
hand for the public address systems.
Offerings totaling almost $800.00 have
been designated for other miscellaneous medical supplies and equipment.
One school gave over $400.00 towards
the building of the Northern Rhodesian Hospital.
Quite a few of the needs described
in "Look" (distributed at General
Conference; additional copies available from the Secretary of the Board)
are still unmet. Review this list. You
can be a co-laborer and sharer with
Christ and the missionaries by providing the tools with which they work.
C. J. Ulery,
1332 Maiden Lane,
Springfield, O.
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We Go To Zhukwe Lovefeast
Come along with us as we go to
Zhukwe lovefeast. We will go to
some other places first and cover
quite a few miles before we arrive at
Zhukwe. Roy and I left Rockview
early Friday morning and visited
Sigiti Outstation which is about nine
miles away, in amongst the kopjes,
a lovely spot as far as scenery is concerned. Only a small group of children attend school there, but the
teacher, Nelson Mzizi, a graduate of
Matopo last year, is showing an
interest in his work. We were glad
to see ten men working on the second
building which will soon be ready for
the roof.

fined path. When we would see people we would ask them the path, but
often they were vague, too, and on we
went.
The sun had now set, and it grew
dark quickly. All paths seemed the
same; yes, many of them are only
cattle paths. We had seen the Zhukwe mountain, but later we could not
see that—nor villages or people. Yes,
we had been praying within ourselves
that the Lord would help us, but now
we began to talk to one another about
needing the Lord's help.

lowing motor tracks a number of
workers from Mtshabezi Mission arrived without difficulty on Saturday
morning.
We had a good time of fellowship
with the African church. There were
nine outstations represented; the
crowd was not so large as it should
have been, although there was a good
representation of men. As one
sat in church listening to the services,
these were some of the brethren on
the platform and in the "Amen corner," as we think of it at home:—
Mfundisi Dube, Pinda Ndhlovu,
Tamu Ndhlovu, Tebele Moyo, Timoti
Ndhlovu, Monde Nyoni, Segeti
Mpofu, Moses Nyati, Silindo Sibanda, and many others.
Two deacons were chosen on Saturday afternoon: Monde Nyoni and
Silindo Sibanda, one for one group of
outstations and the other one for another. Deacons are chosen for a
period of five years; it seems to be
the custom that when the five year
term expires, another one is chosen;
seldom is one reelected. Do help us
pray for these brethren, that they
may be like Stephen—full of the Holy
Ghost.
We returned home Sunday night,
tired but happy in the service of the
Lord. Brethren, continue to pray for
us and His work in Africa.
—Esther Mann

We Find a Guide
Finally our prayers were answered
by our hearing a drunk man singing
a little distance away. We stopped
and called to him; he was very jovial
especially when he found out that it
was Mfundisi and that we were lost.
"Yes, right here is your path to
A Slant on African Cooperation
Zhukwe," he said. His home was
At midday a gospel service was there so we felt quite safe in trusting
held, afterwards a meeting with the him. We asked him to get into the
men concerning the building—and car and go with us; at first he said
the usual question, "What about no, that he wanted to go to another
those men who have children coming village that night, but after talking
to school but have not helped?" It and laughing with him he consented
was decided that if they would still to show us the way.
come and want to help they would be
Even though our guide was partold, "The ox has already been killed tially drunk, he did a good job in diand skinned, soon it will be ready for recting us. Later on we met one of
eating." And so their help would not the teachers who went ahead on his
be wanted—they must pay a fine, and bicycle, then before we got to Zhukwe
the money be used for doors and we saw car lights coming; it was Bro.
other things for the school.
Wingert out trying to find us.
Too Many Paths!
We Have Fellowship One with
The Kind of Religion W e Want
After a refreshing cup of tea at Another at Zhukwe
We want religion which softens the
Mtshabezi Mission we were on our
The people had already gathered
way again with another passenger, for evening prayers. Roy, Bro. Wing- step, and turns the voice to melody,
Sr. A. Winger. It was now past three ert and some of the African brethren and fills the eye with sunshine, and
P. M.; we knew we should waste no met with the applicants for baptism. checks the impatient exclamation and
harsh rebuke; a religion which is
time for some of the roads are very Supper was eaten at a later time.
poor and we wanted to arrive at
With the help of a boy and by fol- polite, deferential to superiors, considerate to friends; a religion which
Zhukwe before sun-down.
goes into the family, and keeps the
Roy had known the road [and has
husband
from being cross when the
an unusually good "road memory."
By W a y of Remembrance
dinner is late, and keeps the wife
Ed.] ; in fact, for three and a half
years we had travelled the circuit. Addresses of missionaries, as they appeared from fretting when the husband
We got along well until we got into a in the Evangelical Visitor during the year tracks the newly-washed floor with
1902, fifty-one years ago.
his boots, and makes the husband
big hole in the road near Shake; but H. Frances
Isaac 0. Lehman,
after jacking up the wheel, carrying Mrs. Isaac 0.Davidson,
Lehman, Bro. and Sister H. mindful of the scraper and the door
stones, and all the usual procedure in P. 'Steigerwald, Levi and Emma Long mat; keeps the mother patient when
such cases, we were again on our Doner, Matopo Mission, Bulawayo, South the baby is cross, and amuses the
children as well as instructs them;
way. We passed Shake Outstation, Africa.
Miss Barbara Hershey, Inanda Mission Sta- cares for the servants, besides paying
greeted a group of the brethren on tion,
Duff's Road, Natal, South Africa.
bicycles on their way to the meeting, D. W. Zook and wife, Mrs. Amanda Zook, them promptly; projects the honeydiscussed the road, and went on. We Anna Herr, Scripat Purunia P. O. Bankura moon into the harvest moon, and
District, Bengal, India.
makes the happy home like the Easttold them that if they arrived at Mr.
and Mrs. S. H. Zook, Hidalgo, Tex.
Zhukwe first, they were to tell Mr. and
Mrs. C. C. Roberts, Hidalgo, Tex. ern fig tree, bearing on its bosom at
Mfundisi Wingert that we were on J. G. and Mrs. Susan Cassel, Box 74, Guata- once the tender blossom and the
mala, Central America.
ripening fruit.
our way.
Fannie L. Hoffman, Khamgaon, Berar,
We want a religion which shall
As I said before, we thought that India.
we knew the way; we were on the old Elmina Hoffman, Kedgeon Poona Dist., interpose between the ruts and gullies and rocks of the highway and the
road but then we would come to an un- Ramabai Home, India.
Hoffman, San Salvador, Salvador, sensitive souls who are traveling over
cross'able point on a spruit (or small Martha
C. A.
river), or to a brush fence, and would Mr. and Mrs. Jesse R. Eyster, "Maitland," them.
—Helpful Thought
have to turn on to another poorly de- Cape Colony, South Africa.
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CHURCH
NEWS
Zion Church, Abilene, Kansas
The fifth annual camp meeting of Brethren in Christ was held at Belle Springs near
Navarre, Kansas.
The speakers, Bishop Luke Keefer, Bishop
Arthur Climenhaga and Eld. E. O. Dohner
challenged us with a variety of interesting
and instructive messages powered by the
Holy Spirit.
The response in attendance and interest
has been growing within the state, as well
as other states. These meetings are planned to cover evangelistic, missionary, youth
and children's areas for truly the gospel
does meet our every need.
—S. F. M.
Grantham (Pa.) District
Messiah College
Messiah opened its doors September 2
for another school year, registering 212
students. This year, evening classes are
provided especially for ministers. Evangelism is taught by Albert H. Engle and
Major Prophets by Alden M. Long.
The faculty has been augmented by
John Miller in the Science department.
Dorothy Witter Schrag in the music department and Ruth Deihl Hackman serves as
dietitian.
The fall revival was conducted by Rev.
P. W. McBeth who brought refreshing and
definite heart experiences to many students.
The music organizations, Gospel Teams
and other activities are being organized for
the work in the coming year.
During the summer the campus was a
busy place. Many repairs and changes were
made. These included office changes for the
Deaii3 of Faculty and Students, a new ceiling and heating system for the auditorium
and redecorating the chapel, a herbarium to
the science building and other changes.
Several conferences met on the campus.
In July an orientation school was held ten
days tor a unit of thirty PAX boys who
wSre sent to Germany, Africa, and South
America. The Grantham Youth and Married
Peoples' Conferences met in August.
Messiah is in preparation for its annual
Homecoming, November 7 and 8. The
Fellowship Supper will be held Saturday
evening, November 7 for homecoming
Alumni. A fine program will be given all
day Sunday. All Alumni, Associate members, and friends are given a cordial invitation to return to the "College on the Hill."
Wednesday evening September 30, Robert
Clippinger, Harrisburg, Penna., gave an
organ recital to an appreciative audience.
Thursday and Friday, October 1 and 2
were the annual "Work Days" for the benefit of the College.
The aim of Messiah is to make Christ
known to her students who in turn will
preach Him to the world.
Grantham Congregation
Our Annual Summer Bible School was
held June 22 to July 3 under the leadership
of Isaiah B. Harley. The school served well
the boys and girls of the surrounding community. Their closing program was given
July 5.
June 23, Fred Holland, who has been a
ministDrial student at Messiah was received
into church membership. He is in preparation for service as a foreign missionaryOur summer tentmeeting was held July
18 to' August 2 in a grove near Brandtsville about five miles from Grantham. Rev.
Isaac Kanode of Martinsburg, Penna. was
the evangelist.
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While our pastor, Bro. A. H. Engle, was
in summer school at Winona Lake, Indiana,
Rev. John L. Minter was his assistant.
Sunday, September 6, the new Allen
organ was a part of our services for the
first time.
Sunday afternoon, September 27, fourteen elderly people of the congregation
with fifteen younger members met in the
chapel for a special communion. Bishop C.
N. Hostetter Jr. with our pastor, Bro. A. H.
Engle, presided. Bro. W. O. Winger gave a
short sermon. Several of our aged ones
gave their testimonies of joy in their long
service with their Lord. The oldest member participating was Sr. Frank S. Brubaker, 93 years old.
In the evening of the same day the congregation commemorated the Lord's Supper
with several hundred from the community
and the student body participating.
October 2, was the evening of our fall
council. A spirit of brotherly consideration
and love prevailed. Several forward steps
were taken which will further the cause of
Christ in this community.
October 4, Rally Day was observed in the
morning and evening services. The Sunday
School was addressed by Dr. J. Paul Burkhart Cumberland County Superintendent of
Schools. Offerings were taken at each service for our new chapel-church.
Our aim in the Grantham congregation is
"To make Christ known."
Rana ViPa Congregation
The congregation at Rana Villa is resuming a full schedule of fall and winter
activities. We are again using the Messiah
College Gospel Team once a month. Special
Children's services will be held Sunday evenings.
We are going along with the Forward
Enlargement Campaign, making quite a few
contacts in the community by giving out
tracts and blotters. Interest and attendance has increased.
Saturday, October 3, two hundred Sunday School discs were dropped over Rana
Villa from an airplane. Each person who
brought one to the Sunday School on Rally
Day, October 4, received a reward. Quite a
large number received rewards.
Rev. Paul Hostetler also announced Rally
Day and told of the Sunday School discs
Friday evening, October 3, using the
Messiah College Gospel Team stationwagon
and loudspeaker. Our Sunday School goal
was one hundred and fifty. We almost
reached it.
Our staff of workers has been enlarged.
Bro. and Sr. Aaron Switzer and daughter,
Marilyn, from, Thomas, Oklahoma, who are
living at Grantham, are rendering much
appreciated service.
We believe the Lord is with us and therefore we cannot fail. The Gospel will co Itinue to be proclaimed from our little white
church.
—Mrs. A. H. B.
Cross Roads, Florin, Pa.
Sunday, Sept. 13, 1953, Rev. and Mrs.
Graybill Brubaker gave us a Missionary
Meeting. Sr. Brubaker very tenderly from
her heart reminded us to pray for them as
they go. Confidently trusting God to open
the way for them, Bro. Brubaker spoke on
Mark 16:15, 16. God's command is to go
into all the world and preach the Gospel. He
that believeth shall be saved and he that believeth not shall be damned. It's a challange for each one of us to be a missionary.
He spoke of a dying church with everything modern and up-to-date and yet dying
for spirituality. He then stressed the point
of prayer as the avenue by which we can
touch God.
Sunday, Sept. 27. Home-Coming and

Harvest Praise Services which brought new
faces to our S. S. Rev. Charles Eshelman,
former missionary to Africa, spoke in the
Harvest Praise Service using Psalm 116:12
as a reminder to render unto the Lord
praise for His blessings to us. He spoke of
the close relationship between the soil, faith
and the soul. We should manifest it in
praise. Be faithful by the grace of Christ
for we are not only servants but stewards.
Sunday, Oct. 4, Rally Day brought our
Sunday school enrollment to 276. A fine
group attended the church services in which
Rev. Henry Fank of the Mennonite Church
gave us the morning message encouraging
us to rally to the standards of the Word of
God.
Thursday evening, Oct. 8, Bishop Henry
Ginder gave us an illustrated talk on his
trip to Japan. Our eyes were opened to a
new country where millions of souls are worshiping pagan gods, but where our missionaries are bringing light to those in sin. He
brought to our attention that the days of
miracles are not past. That God performed
a miracle while he was in Japan,, by opening the way which seemed impossibly closed.
Thank God for the impact of that testimony.
He told us the Worid Congress was predominately holiness and the emphasis was
on prayer. Thank God for men of prayer
who are able to touch heaven and the consequence is souls being born again. May
God's spirit continue to bless the hearts of
the Japanese until Jesus comes.
Sunday evening, Oct. 11, 1953 brought an
overflowing crowd to our Christ's Crusaders
Meeting which was a Song Fest. Our sister churches shared in Quartettes, Quintets,
Trios, Choruses and a sermonette by Rev.
Samuel Brubaker.
Mrs. C. H.
Hummelstown, Penna.
"Great is the Lord and greatly to be
praised."
We thank Him for the victories won over
the summer and trust Him for those in
which Satan is seemingly triumphant. In
June the district tent meeting was held at
the Stoverdale campground. It was decided
to use the tabernacle there instead of pitching the tent. Bro. Harold Paulus from Ohio
served as evangelist. Srs. Esther Ebersole
and Beulah Arnold were the workers and
Sr. Lauver was cook. Those in attendance
received great blessing and inspiration as
Bro. Paulus brought Spirit-filled messages.
The Stoverdale Campgrounds was the
scene of another evangelistic campaign
August 22 to 30. The young people of the
United Christian, Evangelical United Brethren, and Brethren in Christ Churches united
in planning nightly services for ten days.
Ministers from these churches served as
speakers. There are approximately 75
families living the year round in the cottages on this campground. Most of them
are indifferent to the gospel even though it
be brought to their very door step. Pray
hard for this needy area.
The summer Bible school was July 20-31
and was well attended with an average attendance of 169 per evening. Twenty-three
made decisions for Christ when the invitation was given.
The Christ's Crusaders had an interesting
service one evening at the Crider pond. At
this "lakeside service" Bro. Glen Hensel
from Harrisburg was the guest speaker and
brought the message from a boat.
We praise the Lord for the salvation of a
young couple who have been attending Sunday school here for about six months. Our
pastor and wife had taken them to the
Young Married People's Conference at
Grantham and on the way home the young
lady expressed her need of the Lord. The
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husband too admitted a lack in his life.
When they arrived at the Hummelstown
church where they had left their car, Bro.
Musser asked them if they would like to
go into the church and pray. The wife said,
"I'm ready; are you?" (to her husband).
He said "Yes." So the four went into the
church and two new names were written
down in the Lamb's Book of Life. Praise
the Lord!
Neither had ever sought the Lord before
and both are eager to learn more of the
ways of God and to bring up their children
in the fear of the Lord. This young woman
has been witnessing and only four days after her conversion, she brought one of her
lady friends to the pastor's home to discuss
salvation. She does not see her need of personal salvation, but she is inquisitive and
interested in the change of her friend. She
is also "searching the Scriptures" and we
pray that as she does, God will reveal Himself to her and Satan will be cast out of
her lifeOur hearts were blessed on August 23
when two 15 year old boys were received
into church fellowship by Bishop Books,
and again on Sept. 6 as we witnessed their
baptism. The one young man comes from a
non-Christian home and we solicit your
prayers for him as well as for his family.
A young mother and her three small sons
from Middletown have attended every Sunday morning since the middle of July. She
had read a newspaper article about Pres.
Eisenhower and his Brethren in Christ background. The article stated some of the beliefs of our church and she felt that was
just the way she wanted to believe. So the
Lord continues to work in mysterious ways
to bring people in. She has been a Christian only a short time but her husband is
unsaved, although he knows the way. Pray
for that home.
The Willing Workers class had a very
enjoyable experience the week-end of Aug.
30. The teacher, Sr. Arthur Musser along
with Bro. Musser and fourteen teenagers
went to Buffalo, Welland and Niagara Falls.
Much sightseeing was enjoyed by all. The
group stayed at the mission in Buffalo Saturday night and were present for the morning service on Sunday. The class appreciated the opportunity of getting acquainted with one of our city missions and will
long remember this wonderful trip.
On Sept. 2 the Missionary Sewing Circle
met and canned 86 quarts of peaches for
Messiah College.
On Sept. 5 the annual Sunday School picnic was held at Kenbrook Bible Camp.
Everyone had a nice time in spite of the
downpour of rain. We thank the Lord for
this much needed rain and we pray His
spiritual blessings will continue to pour
down upon us as we look to Him for each
need.
Our Fall Revival will begin Oct. 18, with
Elder William Engle from Dayton, Ohio as
evangelist. An interest in your prayers
will be appreciated.
—Cor. W. M.

My Escape from Sin
I was born in Springfield, Ohio, on October 23, 1916. I was the eighth child in a
family of fourteen. My mother was a Christian and it was through her influence that
I attended the Brethren in Christ chapel in
Springfield. I quit school at the age of fifteen in order to help support our family. I
was not always obedient to my parents and
when seventeen years old started running
around with a gang of boys and staying
out till all hours of the night. I stayed at
home until almost twenty-one years of age
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and then I met a young lady I thought was
the one for me. We were married but did
not get along very well. I took to drinking
and got into a lot of trouble. Since neither
my wife nor I believed in divorce we separated only, and I went to my parent's home.
I made good money but it seemed I
wasn't getting anywhere. I had a number
of jobs but lost them all because of drinking. I was drafted into the army and decided to celebrate the night before I left
for camp. I woke up in the county jail the
next morning not knowing how I got there.
I told the officers my story and they said
if I would make the damage good that I had
done, I could go on to the army. While in
the army it was discovered I was suffering
from a punctured eardrum and since they
could not repair it I was given an honorable
discharge from the army.
I wish I could say I made good when I
returned to my home in Springfield but
such was not the case. I lost one job after
another because of drink and from time to
time I had to serve terms in prison. By this
time my parents had both died and I was
completely on my own. One night I borrowed a car from one of the men where I
worked but he did not know it and I was
not back to the shop when he was through
his work. He reported it stolen and I was
found sleeping in it too drunk to know
what it was all about. This meant a jail
sentence again for me and about this time
I got to thinking and finally to praying. I
asked God to help me. That night there
was to be a group of church people at the
jail to hold services for the inmates. I sat
in the front seat that night and after the
service asked the preacher if he would
help me. He was very glad to and visited
me every chance he had. I wrote a letter
to Rev. Carl Ulery of the Brethren in
Christ Church in Springfield and asked him
if he would visit me and talk with me. He
not only came but brought with him his
brother, Rev. Dale Ulery and Rev. James
Payne and also Rev. Owen Alderfer of the
church. I have made many decisions in my
life but that was the happiest one I ever
made. It is now two years since I made
that decision and it still holds good. The
Lord has forgiven me and placed my feet
on solid rock. Some day I will meet my
mother up there and it will make her happy
to know that I finally came to know the
Lord whom she loved. Please remember me
in your prayers, that I may be faithful to
Him.
—Floyd E. Frost.

Wartime Protection
(Continued from page five)
can we make his realized promise
ours?
In the next place, we must discover
whether in "claiming an Old Testament promise or experience, our motive is a New Testament one." Why
should we desire to be spared in the
hour of danger? To depart and be
with Christ is far better. Preservation can only be claimed if one has an
unfinished task. To be divinely safeguarded when death and destruction
are ushering many into eternity
means to contribute more perfectly
to the glory of God.
Further, what we should ever pray
for is the accomplishment of God's
will. Because He knows what is best

for His children, the choice of life
or death must be left to Him. When
Chrysostom was being led out to
exile, he shouted, "Glory to God for
all events."
And then, while this line of argument may be discounted by some who
never hesitate to take Scripture out
of its context and relate it to themselves, revelation and experience confirm it. The argument is this: We
have no authority, even though we
are believers, to beseech God to grant
us immunity from the travail of
earth. Why should we expect to dodge
calamities, when thousands of godless
men bravely face them? If saved by
grace, surely the sufferings of this
present time can be transformed.
In the present titanic struggle between Democracy and Totalitarianism, we laud America and Britain,
and declare that, as Christian nations, God will cause them to emerge
victorious. But why should God
favor these two countries more than
others? Are they Christian? Is it
pleasing to God that they were allies
of godless, cruel Russia?
Have
America and Britain no national sins
deserving of divine judgment? And
if deeper purging comes, there are
hundreds of sincere Christians who
will have to suffer along with the
Christless.
In our desire to make some specific
promise cover our immediate, pressing need, it must further be remembered that so many Old Testament
promises have a restricted meaning,
and must await a set of circumstances
that they fit. If, under the inspiration of the Spirit, we have confidence
that a certain portion of the Word of
God is directly for a crisis in which
we find ourselves, then, with assurance, we can expect a literal fulfillment of such.
Our last word is one of warning.
There are many disappointed souls
who, after a wrong appropriation of
a specific, protective promise, blame
God for failure to fulfill His Word on
their behalf. Let us never be guilty
of this folly. At all times let us
recognize our imperfect understanding of God and His ways. A blind,
presumptuous faith, like blind unbelief, is apt to err, and "scan His work
in vain." The world is passing
through dark and tragic days. Thousands of godly souls are suffering
untold anguish. In spite of their
tears and groans, deliverance is not
at hand. Our responsibility is to
pray for these crushed hearts that
with triumph they may say, "Even
so, Father: for so it seemed good in
thy sight." As for ourselves, when
relief fails to appear, let our confes(13)
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sion be, "It is the Lord: let him do
what seemeth him good" (I Sam.
3:28). Leaving the entire care of our
life in the wise, unerring hand of God,
we must learn to sing with Katharina
von Schlegel:

Be still, my soul: the Lord is on thy side;
Bear patiently the cross of grief or pain;
Leave to thy God to order and provide;
In every change He faithful will remain.
Be still, my soul: thy best, thy heavenly
Friend
Through thorny ways leads to a joyful end.
—By permission, from The Sunday School
Times.
*
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Love Feast Schedule
Zion
Leonard
Merrill

Kansas

Oct. 31 and Nov. 1
Oct. 31, Nov. 1
Nov. 7_g
Ohio-Kentucky Join; District
Northern Ohio District:
Chestnut C o v e : November 7 and 8
Sippo Valley: Thanksgiving- Meeting,
Thanksgiving Day
Valley Chapel: November 14 and 15
Southern Ohio District:
Beulah Chapel: October 31 and November 1
Kentucky Mission District:
Grassy Springs: November 14, morning and
afternoon
Pennsylvania
Cedar Grove, Mifflintown, Pa
Oct. 31
Afternoon and evening
Michigan

BIRTHS
BERT—On Sept. 27 Stephen Laverne was
born to Bro. and Sr. Paul Bert of the Mowersville, Pa. congregation.
CHARLES—Larry Keith was born to Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth Charles, Hamlin, Kansas on
Oct. 2, 1953. He is a brother for Nancy, Wilma and Sandra.
HEBE—To Mr. and Mrs. Harold Herr of
Ludlow Palls, Ohio was born a daughter,
Celeste Elaine, February 24, 1953.
HEISE—A son, Walter Benjamin, was born
to Bro. and Sr. Paul Heise of Palmerston,
Ont., on August 30, 1953.
KEEPER—Glenn and Pauline Bell Keefer,
Grantham, Penna., announce the birth of a
daughter, Jeannette Marie, September 25, 1953.

OBITUARIES
BROSEY—Fannie Flory Brosey, daughter of
John and Catharine Lehman Flory, was born
near Lawn, Pa. on May 17, 1889, and departed
this life at her home in Elizabethtown, Oct.
10, 1953, aged 64 years, 4 months, and 53 days.
On Oct. 20, 1907 she was married to John
William Brosey and to them were born seven
children. She was left to raise the family
alone by the death of her husband in 1926.
She was a faithful member of the Brethren in
Christ Church and always carried a spiritual
concern for her children and the interests of
the church.
She is survived by five daughters: Mary,
Margaret and Helen, all at home; Mrs. Walter
Heisey, Elizabethtown; Mrs. Arthur Heisey,
Codorus; one son, John S., Palmyra; also a
stepmother, Hannah 'Flory, Palmyra; ten sisters: Mrs. Herbert Staub, Palmyra; Mrs. Oscar
Musser, Elizabethtown; Mrs. Paul Swigart,
Darlington, Md.; Mrs. Ida Haldeman, Manheim; Mrs. Earl Shenk, Elizabethtown; Mrs.
Ilussel Ober, Elizabethtown; Mrs. Ivan Woomert, Litiz; Mrs. John Yoder, Myerstown;
Mrs. Eugene Hartenstein, Manheim; Mrs. John
Griffith, Brownstown, and four brothers: Benj.
Flory, Campbellstown; Joseph Flory, Lawn;
H a r r y Flory, and Walter Flory, Palmyra.
There are also fifteen grandchildren.
The funeral was held from the Elizabethtown Church with Rev. John Martin and Rev.
C. R. Heisey in charge. Interment in Stauffer's
Mennonite Cemetery, Bachmansville, Pa.
HENDERSON—Mrs. Mary Adamire Henderson, Harrisburg, Penna. passed away October
7, 1953. She was born in Columbia, Penna.
April 28, 1901 and was 52 years old at death.
She is survived by her husband, Charles W.
Henderson; a son, James H. Adamire; daughter, Mrs. Mary E. Brown, Middletown; twobrothers, Thomas Seifert, Harrisburg, and
John Seifert, Lancaster, and 3 grandchildren.
The funeral service was conducted a t the
Fisher Funeral Home, 1334 N. 2nd Street,
October 10 by the Rev. Joel E. Carlson, pastor
of Messiah Lighthouse Chapel. Burial in
Shoops Cemetery.
MARTIN—David Heisey Martin was born
October 20, 1871 and departed this life at his
home in Elizabethtown August 28, 1953. Aged
81 years, 10 months, 8 days. He was a son of
the late Bishop Aaron and Cardilla Martin.
He is survived by his wife, Mary Heisey
Martin, sons Walter and Harold of Elizabethtown, and daughter Dorothy, who is in mission
work in South Africa. Also one sister, Mrs.
Emma Hershey, and one brother, Rev. John
Martin, both of Elizabethtown. Funeral was
held from the Elizabethtown Church in charge
of Bishop Thuina, Dr. C. N. Hostetter, and
C. R. Heisey. Interment in Mt. Tunnel Cemetery.

For these wo wish God's richest blessing ond
send, with out compliments, a ..year's
subscription to the Evangelical Vtntor

The following Resolutions of Respect and
Sympathy were presented by Dr. Hostetter:
WHEREAS, the hand of Divine Providence
has removed from the scene of his temporal
labors our beloved brother, D. H. Martin and
WHEREAS, for twenty-four years he was a
member of the Messiah College Board of
Trustees, during which time he faithfully and
diligently served as treasurer of the Board,
rendering invaluable service a s a wise counsellor in financial matters and a prudent investor of college funds, and
WHEREAS, the passing of our beloved
brother leaves a vacancy in the Board of our
college, in the community in which he lived,
and in his home; therefore, be it resolved that,
we humbly submit to the will of God and
tenderly sympathize with the family of our
departed colaborer and friend in their hour of
sorrow, and commend them to the keeping of
our heavenly Father in whom consolation is
found, and
Resolved that these resolutions be transmitted to the family of the deceased and be
spread on the minutes of the Messiah College
Board of Trustees as a token of our respect
and veneration for his memorable a.nd fruitful years of service among us.
Messiah College Board of Trustees
J. Earl Martin, Secretary.

WINOrER-FATTl.TJS—On Saturday afternoon.
Sept. 12 at Calvary Mennonlte Church of
Souderton, Pa., Lista G. Paulus, daughter of
Rev. and Mrs. George E. Paulus, missionaries
to India, was united in marriage to Paul J.
Winger, son of Rev. and Mrs. Walter O.
Winger, missionaries to Africa. The father of
the groom officiated.

PARSONS—Donna Fae Parsons, four-dayold daughter of Leslie and Anna Mullenix
Parsons of Waynesboro, Penna., died at the
Waynesboro Hospital.
Graveside services were held a t the Montgomery Cemetery with the Rev. J. Lester
Myers officiating.

KEEFER—Mr. and Mrs. Marlin Keefer,
Millersburg, Penna., announce the birth of a
son, Marlin Edgar Jr. on July 1, 1953.
MTTSSER—On Oct. 2, Nelson Lee was born
to Bro. and Sr. Paul Musser of the Mowersville, Pa. congregation.
FECKMAN—Bro. and Sr. Mervin E. Peckman, Chambersburg, Pa. R. 4, announce the
arrival of a son, Dennis Wiland, born on Sept.
8, 1953.
SMITH—Joe and Marietta Smith of Banmanki, India, became the happy parents of a
son, Joseph Henry, on the 21st of August; a
brother for Judith Carol.
STRUBHAR—Philip Levi was welcomed
into the home of Levi and Maxine Strubhar on
September 7, a brother for Ruby and Ann.

MARRIAGES
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Invitation to the Ministers of the
Brethren in Christ Church
The Ministerial and Examining Board of
the Brethren in Christ hereby extends invitation to all Brethren in Christ ministers
te attend the Second Brethren in Christ
Ministers' Seminar to be held at Springfield, Ohio, December 29 and 30, 1953. Ministers of the Eastern, Northern, and Central
Conference Districts are particularly urged
to be on hand for the Seminar. I t is also
hoped that many of the ministering brethren from the Western Conference District
may be able to share in the occasion.
With this year's Seminar being quite centrally located, it is hoped that some who
found the distance East too great for the
last convocation will be present at Springfield. The sponsoring Board feels certain
that the fellowship, instruction, and counsel in store will repay each minister for his
coming, and that each congregation will as
well be enriched through sending its minister to the Seminar.
The Seminar will convene on Tuesday
afternoon,
December 29 and
continue
through Wednesday night, December 30. Arrangements are being made to entertain
members of the Seminar from Tuesday noon
through Wednesday evening. Day sessions
will be for the ministers only, and evening
sessions will be open to the general public.
Boards and committees finding it necessary to meet in the period between general
conferences, are invited to make Springfield
their headquarters for their interim meeting. Ample facilities are available at
Beulah Chapel for board and committee
needs.
Ministers who experienced the fellowship,
stimulation, and spiritual refreshment of
the Brethren in Christ's Ministers' Seminar
at Messiah College in January, 1952, will
need only this invitation to motivate them
in planning to attend the coming Seminar.
Any question regarding the Seminar or
arrangements in relation to it should be directed to one of the members of the committee for arrangements: Cyrus Lutz or
Owen Alderfer.

An Effective Witness
(Continued from page six)
For the Ethiopian eunuch to be
saved, it was necessary for him to
have faith in Jesus, to believe in Him.
But he must first hear of Him, and
to hear of Him someone must be sent
to tell him. God sent Philip by the
mouth of an angel, and the voice of
the Spirit to declare the mysteries of
prophecy, to draw a picture of divine
revelation from the words of this ancient Hebrew prophet, to take the
very words that this man was reading and show him the truth for
which he was searching. "Ask, and it
shall be given you; seek, and ye shall
find; knock, and it shall be opened
unto you."
The very words that this man was
reading became a text for Philip to
bring to him the good news of salvation. The eunuch could not determine
who the person involved in the prophecy was; but Philip knew, and
preached to him Jesus. This man
Philip was sent down there by the
Evangelical
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Lord; his preaching was such as provoked honest inquiry. The theme of
his message was Jesus. His interpretation from the word of prophecy was
so clear and distinct that the eunuch
discovered not only the gift belief
would confer upon him, but also the
testimony of that evidence which was
baptism; for his first words after listening to Philip's preaching were
"Here is water, what doth hinder me
to be baptized?"
What a blessed gift for a preacher
to possess. He listens to someone
read the Word of God, then distinctly
gives the sense thereof and causes
them to understand the reading.
(Neh. 8:8)
Philip's answer was definite: "If
thou believest with all thine heart,
thou mayest." "I believe that Jesus
Christ is the Son of God," was his
answer. Rom. 10:11 (Moffat translation) reads, "No one who believes
in Him, the scripture says, will ever
be disappointed."
The chariot was called to a stop.
Baptism was administered. Philip
was then caught away by the Spirit
of God. The eunuch saw him no
more, but he went on his way rejoicing. A hungry soul is fed, a seeker is
led in the path of divine truth, a man
has found new joy, not through an
apostolic order or a formal rite of
succession from Jerusalem, but by a
brief contact with a man who knew
the voice of God. His work on the
Gaza road was finished, his man has
found a new master, he saw Philip
no more. His eyes are now fixed on

Jesus. Philip was released, and
came to Azotes where he preached
the gospel in every town as he went
on to Csesarea.
To render loving service to our
heavenly Father, and helpful guidance to our fellowmen will sometimes
mean for us to leave the fellowship of
crowds, the sacred place of joy and
blessing, the fellowship where sinners are coming to God by great numbers, and take a lonely path to some
out-of-the-way place, perhaps to help
some high ranking official or a
demon-possessed girl.
This is a forceful illustration of
what God can and will do for those
who truly seek Him, and how He can
use those dedicated to His will. The
Holy Spirit by the hand of Luke gives
us a peep into the atmosphere of this
home 25 years later—a place of such
confident assurance that even a prophet from Jerusalem cannot disturb.
(Acts 21:8-14).
Washington Boro, Pa.

Missions Abroad

Barjora Mission: P. O. Tirbeniganj via Murllganj, N". E. Rlwy., N. Bhagalpur Dist.,
India. Elder and Sr. Arthur Pye, Sr. Erma
Hare

Outstations: Rev. and Mrs. Chester F.
Wingert.
Hospital: Rev. (Dr.) and Mrs. Alvan E.
Thuma, Miss Rhoda G. Lenhert.
Wanezl Mission: F . B. S. 129, Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia, Africa
Mission: Rev. and Mrs. Earl Musser, Misses
Anna R. Engle, Mary E. Heisey, Florence
R. Hensel.
Outstations: Rev. and Mrs. Lewis B. Sider.
Macha Mission: P. O. Choma, Northern Rhodesia, Africa
Rev. and Mrs. J. Elwood Hershey, Misses
Lula G. Asper, Anna J. Graybill, Edna E.
Lehman, Edna M. Switzer.
Sikalongo Mission: F . O. Choma, Northern
Rhodesia, Africa
Rev. and Mrs. David E. Climenhaga, Rev.
and Mrs. H. Franklin Kipe, Miss Anna L.
Kettering.

BanmanM Mission: P. O. Banmanki, N. E.
Rlwy., Purnea Dist., India. Elder and Sr.
Allen Buckwalter, Elder and Sr. Joseph
Smith
TTluoaria, Howrah Dist,., West Bengal, India.
Elder and Sr. A. D. M. Dick
Africa
Acting1 General Superintendent: "Rockview,"
F. O. Box 711, Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia,
Africa: Rev. and Mrs. Roy H. Mann.
Matopo Mission: P. B. T. 191, Bulawayo,
Southern Rhodesia, Africa: Rev. and Mrs.
Alvin J. Book, Rev. and Mrs. Ira M. Stern,
Misses Mary H. Brenaman, Elizabeth H.
Engle, Mary C. Engle, Anna M. Eyster,
Dorothy M. Martin, Ethel C. Heisey.
Mtshabezi Mission: F. B. 102 M. Bulawayo,
Southern Rhodesia, Africa
Mission: Rev. and Mrs. Glenn C. Frey,
Misses E. Mabel Frey, Fannie Longenecker,
Annie E. Winger.

Japan
Box 13, Hagi City, Yamaguchi Prefecture,
Japan.
Rev. and Mrs. Peter A. Willms
Missionaries on Furlough
Bishop and Mrs. A. M. Climenhaga, Grantham, Pa.
Sr. Effle Rohrer, 2421 Oneida St., Pasadena
10, Calif.
Elder and Sr. George E. Paulus, Box 38
Souderton, Penna.
Elder and Sr. William Hoke, P. O. Box 142,
Pleasant Hi]], Ohio.
Sr. Ruth Hunt, c. o. Charles Hunt, Washington Boro, Pa.
Sr. Anna Wolgemuth, R. R. Palmyra, Pa.
Sr. Verda C. Moyer, 41 Hillside Ave..
Souderton, Pa.
Sr. Beulah Arnold, c.o. Albert S'chock, R. R.
2, Hershey, Pa.

India
Acting Superintendent: Elder Charles E.
Engle, Madhipura, Is'. E. Rlwy., Saharsa
Dist., India
Saharsa Mission: Saharsa, N. E. Rlwy., Saharsa Dist., India. Sr. Leora Toder, Sr. Shirley
Bitner, .Sr. Ruth • Book, Sr. Mary Jane
-Shoalts, Sr. Mary Stoner
Madhipura Mission: P a u r a m Madhipura., N. E.
Rlwy., Saharsa Dist., India. Elder and Sr.
Charles Engie.

Items from the News
W I N O N A L A K E , I n d . — " I n all m y visits
to air bases, F r e e d o m Village, and various
cities of K o r e a , I found no one who t h o u g h t
t h e w a r w a s r e a l l y settled." T h e Rev.
E r n e s t Keasling, W i n o n a Lake, Ind., youth
and servicemen's director for t h e F r e e
Methodist church, m a d e this s t a t e m e n t upon
r e t u r n i n g recently from his eight-week crusade to Korea and J a p a n .
The a i r force took Mr. K e a s l i n g and his
c r u s a d e companion, t h e Rev. Harold K.
Sheets, Marion, Ind., who holds t h e same
office in t h e W e s l e y a n Methodist church, to
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K o r e a in order f o r t h e m to visit men from
t h e i r denomination in t h a t a r e a . One of t h e
h i g h l i g h t i n g events w a s a visit to F r e e d o m
Village a t t h e t i m e U N men w e r e b e i n g
exchanged for Red p r i s o n e r s of w a r . This
w a s c o n t r a s t e d b y a t r i p to Liberty Village.
The two directors met a g r o u p of m e n
coming from N o r t h Korea, welcomed t h e m
back to freedom, followed t h e m t h r o u g h
t h e various p r o c e d u r e s of checking in, t h e n
s a w t h e m off to Inchon and on t h e i r w a y
home. Mr. K e a s l i n g s a y s t h a t it w a s a
thrill beyond description to be one of t h e
first to m e e t these men and w i t n e s s t h e
events.
Besides his visit to F r e s d o m Village,
Director K e a s l i n g spoke in chapel services,
Korean churches, to a g r o u p of " R e p a t s "
who were a t t e n d i n g their first religious
service since b e i n g freed, on hospital ship
" R e p o s e " a s well as m a k i n g personal cont a c t s with service personnel and visiting
o r p h a n a g e s and children's homes in K o r e a .
" A t one baby home in K o r e a , " s a y s t h e
director, " I saw a pitiful s i g h t of 63 h o m e less, outcast babies of which 45 had been
f a t h e r e d by U N m e n . " He w e n t on to say
t h a t this w a s j u s t one case in this a p p a l l i n g
situation.
Different religious g r o u p s a r e
helping to alleviate t h e suffering and disg r a c e caused by A m e r i c a n men in K o r e a .
On t h e crusade, Mr. K e a s l i n g visited over
50 m i l i t a r y bases, camps, and hospitals in
J a p a n and Korea. And a t each of these he
states that
chaplains and c o m m a n d i n g
officers g a v e wholehearted cooperation to
m a k e t h e mission a success. A l t h o u g h t h e
director had t h e best response in services
as compared w i t h m e e t i n g s held previously
in m i l i t a r y c e n t e r s , still he came in contact
with s t a r t l i n g conditions t h a t now exist on
bases r e g a r d i n g m o r a l h a b i t s , sex, dope, and
marriage problems.
A t one base n e a r Tokyo, out of a g r o u p
of 12,000 men, 60 per cent of t h e m have become addicts to heroine. F i v e of t h e s e men
h a v e died as a r e s u l t of t h i s illegal d r u g
t r a d e . The dope problem h a s reached such
proportions, t h e director found, t h a t n o t
only does it a l a r m chaplains b u t now att r a c t s major consideration b y t o p r a n k i n g
officers and those in command.
" F r o m w h a t I've seen," s a y s Mr. K e a s ling, " I ' m convinced t h a t a high p e r c e n t a g e
of i m m o r a l i t y and dope addiction can be
placed a t t h e door of b r e a k d o w n in t h e
home life and t h e home church. Men h a v e
lived by nominal professions of faith which
h a v e n ' t proven a d e q u a t e u n d e r t h e s t r e s s
of t e m p t a t i o n f a r from home. The only
w a y to i m p r o v e t h e condition in t h e Orient,
as I see it, is to see r e - b i r t h of wholesome
home life in America and revival in t h e
churches."
In addition to t h e m i l i t a r y visitation, Mr.
K e a s l i n g a t t e n d e d t h e Y o u t h for Christ
Congress on E v a n g e l i s m in Tokyo, p a r t i c i p a t e d as evangelistic s p e a k e r a t a J a p a n
Youth c a m p , along w i t h w o r k i n g and visiti n g in 24 different mission g r o u p s and compounds.
Would Build Churches in W e s t G e r m a n y
W A S H I N G T O N , D. C. ( E / P ) A t e l e g r a m
s e n t by a noted radio c o m m e n t a t o r F u l t o n
Lewis, J r . , to national o r g a n i z a t i o n s a n d
church d e n o m i n a t i o n s proposed t h e i r supp o r t of a p r o g r a m to build m a n y wooden
churches in W e s t G e r m a n y facing t h e I r o n
C u r t a i n a s a n expression of A m e r i c a ' s willi n g n e s s and desire to rebuild an i m p o r t a n t
s p i r i t u a l value in t h e l a n d which t h e i r
bombers once destroyed. Idea for t h e p r o g r a m came from Mr. Kinser, P r e s i d e n t of
t h e B u r l i n g t o n Mills a t Burlington, W i s consin, who proposes to furnish t h e l u m b e r
for t h e churches a t m i n i m u m r a t e s . Mr.
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Lewis declared in his telegram and in a
broadcast devoted to the program of building churches, "You would be deeply impressed by enormous potential for resurgence of spiritual values among German
people, still confused after decades of
propaganda.
Greatest hope remains in
capacity of men to worship God. This is
ultimate source of decency and strength.
German bishops of Protestant and Catholic
churches told me during my recent trip to
Europe that the most enduring American
contribution to German freedom would be
the urgently necessary help to church reconstruction. Forty-five percent of all German churches shattered by our bombers and
artillery in destroying Hitlerism. Needed
more than any other American assistance is
voluntary help of individual Americans for
building a chain of simple wooden churches
facing Iron Curtain, showing the spirit of
free men against Soviet dominated states."
Various church organizations and denominations were asked by Mr. Lewis to
serve as national sponsors of the program
in providing at least one church costing
$25,000 which is to be raised by voluntary
contributions. The telegram of Mr. Lewis
indicated that a number of prominent governors would also serve as national sponsors. Mr. Lewis is serving as national chairman for the church building program.
Appelman Meeting Stirs North
Carolina Community
CLINTON, North Carolina ( E / P ) "The
greatest revival campaign in the history of
Sampson and Duplin counties" resulted in
more than 1,600 decisions, with at least
700 first-time professions of faith. A total
attendance of well over 20,000 heard Dr.
Hyman J. Appelman, noted Jewish evangelist, as he preached 56 times during the 14day Crusade for Christ campaign, with
nightly meetings held in the Big Sampson
warehouse, September 14-27. The Eastern
Baptist Association, representing more than
50 churches, sponsored the meetings. General chairman was Dr. J. C. Mitchell, pastor
of Clinton Baptist Church.
The Sampson Independent, one of North
Carolina's leading weekly newspapers, gave
front-page coverage to the campaign and
called it the greatest in the history of the
county. Leaders of the sponsoring Baptist
Association called it the greatest religious
event in the 125-year history of their organization.
Graham Detroit, Meeting Stirs Town
DETROIT, Michigan ( E / P ) According to
a page-one article entitled "Billy Graham
Pours It On" in the Detroit Free Press,
some 25,000 people came to hear Graham in
his first day meeting at the Michigan State
Fairgrounds. The portable tabernacle seating 11,000 was jammed and other thousands
stood outside near an adjoining band shell
and heard the address by loudspeakers.
Later the evangelist appeared personally to
speak to the overflow crowd.
According to the newspaper report, Graham took his text from the story of Paul
and Silas, calling the early leaders of the
church revolutionists who snapped the
shackles of tyranny, and halted slavery,
polygamy, and cruelty. "We need a revolution based on love," he shouted. The newspaper account told of the meeting: "Massed
at the east end of the auditorium was the
1,000-voice choir. They sang the old songs,
"In the Sweet Bye and Bye," "When I Survey the Wondrous Cross," "Crown Him
Lord of All." As at the old time revivals of
Billy Sunday there were wood shavings on
the floor. The message was the kind Sun-

day might have brought. But the presentation, while vigorous, was somewhat more
restrained."
An editorial in the same paper welcomed
the evangelist to Detroit: "The Rev. Billy
Graham's evangelistic crusade will appear
at the State Fairgrounds Sunday through
October 25. A disciple of the revivalist
style of preaching, he has done much to
bring about a spiritual rebirth among those
who have heard him. He is welcomed to
Detroit as a forceful auxiliary augmenting
the work being accomplished day in and day
out, year in and year out, by our churches
as they seek to reawaken the moral values
which are so desperately needed in the
world today. The especial value of powerful revivalists, and the Rev. Graham has
proved himself to be among the most powerful, is in their ability to bring new members into the fold of organized Christianity
and to bring back to it those who have
fallen away."
The American population
follows: clerical, sales and
cent; unskilled, 34 per cent;
per cent; skilled, 8 per cent;
professional, 1 per cent.

is employed as
service, 44 per
semiskilled, 13
managerial and

Of the almost 40 million familes in the
United States, 42 per cent have 4 persons
or more in family; 10.3 per cent have six or
more; while 32.9 per cent have only two
persons in family.
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Doctor to Join Java Unit
Dr. and Mrs. David L. Epp and daughter
Marion of Chilliwack, B. C , are enroute
to Java where Dr. Epp will direct our Mennonite Central Committee-sponsored medical program to native Indonesians.
The Epps were scheduled to sail from
New York September 22. Dr. Epp will be
replacing Dr. Martha Ropp, a French Mennonite who will be returning to France in
March. He has had 20 years of medical and
surgical experience in Chilliwack and
Coaldale, Alberta.
The M.C.C. program in Java is largely
medical. Two medical clinics at Kajuapu
and Margoredjo treat nearly 200 patients
a day.
In connection with the medical clinic work
the Javanese Mennonite church carries on
colportage work. Christian literature is
available for reading and purchase. Tracts
and church papers are distributed.
In addition to the Epps, there are six
other M.C.C. workers in Java. Besides the
medical program, M.C.C. assists in the operation of the Mennonite Theological School
in Pati by providing some of the financial
support. M.C.C. workers teach English and
health classes in this school.

Progress on Prairie View
At Newton, Kans., where construction
continues on Prairie View hospital, the roof
has been completed, the cement floors
poured, plastering has been completed in
several rooms, and interior walls are being erected.
While construction of this third mental
hospital to be operated by our Mennonite
Central Committee is moving ahead, the
Newton Chamber of Commerce is in the
middle of a drive to raise $5,000 for Prairie
View.
A special open house for Chamber of
Commerce members was held at the hospital building site Sept. 13. At the end of
September more than $2,000 had already
been contributed.
The hospital steering committee met
Sept. 17 to discuss plans for the continuing
building program. The committee suggested that strong efforts be made to raise
the needed $63,000 to complete the hospital
by January, 1954. A delay in completion of
the building will mean added cost.
Women's groups in Mennonite and Brethren in Christ churches in the central area
are showing enthusiastic support and interest in Prairie View by contributing furnishings and equipment for the hospital. A
summary on their contributions will be reported as soon as it is available.
I-W Leaders, Pastors,
Representatives Meet
A meeting of I-W unit leaders, I-W area
pastors, and I-W service representatives of
Mennonite and Brethren in Christ groups
was held in Chicago Sept. 30.
About 23 persons attended. The day's
discussions centered around operation of the
current alternative service program for conscientious objectors.
Special consideration was given to
strengthening the relationships of the home
church with the I-W man who is away from
home and the providing of religious, recreational, and educational activities that will
make I-W service as meaningful and profitable as possible.
The number of I-W men is about 3,200.
On the basis of figures available from the
National Service Board for Religious Objectors in Washington, D. C, approximately
70 per cent of these come from Mennonite
and Brethren in Christ groups. This means
that about 2,240 I-W's are from our churches.
The Akron I-W office has the names of
about 2,000 of these men. An incomplete
tabulation indicates the following church
group breakdown: (Old) Mennonite, 795;
Old Order Amish, 284; General Conference,
281; Conservative Amish, 101; Church of
God in Christ, 92; Mennonite Brethren, 54;
Beachy Amish, 38; Brethren in Christ, 36;
Old Order Mennonite, 30; Evangelical Mennonite Brethren, 21; Krimmer Mennonite
Brethren, 15; and Evangelical Mennonite, 9.
The following figures reveal the independence and isolation of our men. They are
employed in at least 200 different institutions in the United States. In at least 150
instances less than 10 men are employed in
a
single
institution.
Mennonite
and
Brethren in Christ I-W's work in at least
26 different states, the District of Columbia,
and 17 foreign countries.
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